Custom Fit Harrow Attachments

Hydraulic Roller Control Available for Tractors with Closed Hydraulic Systems

Custom Fit Harrow Attachments
Harrow Attachments...
the ultimate in field finishing.

3, 4 and 5 Bar Flexible Spike Harrows
- Custom sized to fit
- Adapter kits for disc harrows
- Adapter kits for specialty implements
- 3/4" x 11" spike teeth
- Each row flexes for residue flow
- Heavy duty mounting arms

1 and 2 Bar Spike Harrows
- Economical low residue harrows
- Single bar fits most disc harrows
- 7/8" diameter x 13" spike teeth
- Spring loaded
- Adjustable to fit many frames and implement heights
3 and 4 Bar Spring Tine Harrows

- Parallel linkage
- Individual row tension and residue flow adjust
- Fits virtually every disc and field cult
- 7/16” x 18” spring tines
- Heavy channel tine bars

Heavy Duty Double Bar Roller

- Flat bar roller finish
- Durability of a round bar roller

Visit remlingermfg.com to learn more
Custom Fit Attachments
for over 50 years.

Round Bar Roller

- Available on most Rolling Basket combinations
- Large 14” diameter roller
- 3/4” diameter bars

Single Rolling Basket Harrow

- 12” diameter roller
- Fits virtually all field cult
- No center shaft to wedge rocks
- Heavy duty triple lip greaseable bearings

Double Rolling Basket Harrow

- 12” diameter roller
- No center shaft to wedge rocks
- Heavy duty triple lip greaseable bearings
- Fits virtually all field cult
- Available with flat or round bar roller
Combination Harrows

3 Bar Flex with Single Roller
- Leveling action of a spike harrow with finishing roller
- 3/4" x 11" spike teeth
- 12" diameter roller
- Available with flat or round bar roller

3 Bar Spring Tine with Roller
- Leveling action of a tine harrow with finishing roller
- 7/16" x 18" tines
- 12" diameter roller
- Available with flat or round bar roller

Kits for Disc Harrows
Available on All Models
For Quality Field Finishing
the name is Remlinger.

Combination Harrows

**Single Bar with Single Roller**
- 7/8 diameter x 13" spike teeth
- 12" diameter roller
- Available with flat or round bar roller

**Single Bar with Double Roller**
- 7/8" diameter spike teeth
- 12" diameter rollers
- Available with flat or round bar roller

**4 Bar with Single Roller**
- Designed for newer heavy duty field cult
- Call for availability on your field cult
- Available with flat or round bar roller
3, 4 and 5 Bar Flexible Spike Heavy Duty Harrows

- Designed to custom fit a wide variety of primary tillage tools
- 3/4" x 15" spike teeth
- Each row flexes for residue flow
- Heavy duty angle spike bars

Heavy Duty Tine Harrows

- Great leveling for primary tillage tools
- 5/8" wire diameter
- 30" tine length

Jumbo 1-Bar Harrow

- 1" x 17" spike teeth
- Fits a wide variety of primary tillage tools
Remlinger designs and manufactures farm tillage equipment, with over 50 years of experience. The company's early years were primarily dedicated to manufacturing spike tooth harrows for field cultivators and disks. In 1980, a Danish tine field cultivator, packer wheel combination became Remlinger's first complete tool. As the farming industry evolved, Remlinger Manufacturing has met the needs for new attachments on a wide variety of tillage tools serving farmers all across the United States, as well as around the globe.

### Disc Chisel Levelers

#### S-Tine Leveler
- Fits all models of disc chisels
- Helps reduce ridges
- Leaves surface residue
- Provides smoother field operation during spring tillage

#### Leveler with Ratchet Jack Adjust
- Easy one man adjust
- Adjust unit in minutes with no tools

Remlinger Manufacturing reserves the right to change pricing or specifications at anytime without notice or obligation.